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Take a whirlwind tour to the incredible planet 
of a million fantasy races, the Crucible, in this 
wild science fantasy anthology from the hit new 
game, KeyForge

Welcome to the Crucible – an artificial planet 
larger than our sun – an ever-growing patchwork of 
countless other worlds, filled with creatures, sentient 
beings and societies stolen from across the universe 
by the mythical Architects. Across this dizzying 
juxtaposition of alien biospheres, the enigmatic and 
godlike Archons seek to unlock the secrets at the 
heart of the Crucible. Everyone else is just trying to 
survive… Explore nine tales of adventure in a realm 
where science and magic team up, of discovery and 
culture clash, featuring mad Martian scientists, 
cybernetic surgeons, battle reenactors, elven thieves, 
private investigators, goblins, saurian monsters, and 
the newly arrived human Star Alliance.

™



CHAPTER ONE
Pplimz Climbs a Tree

Wibble hovered cantankerously in the corner, her right flipper 
grazing the ceiling. She watched as Champion Anaphiel 
teetered precariously, then fell. Her football-shaped body 
pulsed with a bioluminescence, the color ranging from lilac 
to deep royal purple, but otherwise she was completely still. 
She was quite clearly annoyed.

“Wibble,” a patient voice called from the other side of the 
office. It had only the slightest hint of a mechanical twang. 
“It’s just a game. No, I take that back. It’s not even a proper 
game; no one is keeping score.”

“How many have you missed?”
“Well,” the voice paused. “None. But that’s not the point…”
“I rest my case.” She turned slightly, aiming her lower 

flipper toward the ground. A small, colorful rectangle of 
cardstock was balanced precariously in three force fingers – 
extruded sections of her flipper – and she made a couple of 
tentative flicks toward the ground before flinging the card in 



earnest. It arced gracefully through the air, sailing toward the 
upturned felt fedora lying on the floor. Just as it was about 
to overshoot, the card caught an eddy of breeze and seemed 
to stop midair, then dropped into the hat where it joined the 
card emblazoned with the image of Champion Anaphiel and 
half a deck of its brethren.

“So there!” Wibble shouted in triumph, her body flushing 
through a pastel rainbow before settling on a smug deep rose 
as she waggled her tail to descend toward the hat. “I told you 
I could make that shot!”

“Indeed you did,” Pplimz said, extending a mechanical arm 
to collect their hat. As their arm retracted to where they were 
seated at a large wooden desk, the rectangular screen that 
displayed the face they were currently wearing looked mildly 
amused. They dumped the cards onto the desk and said, “I am 
deeply unconvinced that tossing cards into a hat is a sensible 
or enjoyable activity to pass the time.”

“You’re only saying that because I won,” Wibble said.
“There are no rules, and therefore no method of 

determining a winner,” Pplimz argued, neatly collecting the 
cards with three appendages extruded from their sleek, dark 
body, ordering the cards with blinding speed, then placing 
them back in the box. 

“I’d like to see you make that shot.” 
“When I learn how to float,” Pplimz said, drily, “I will 

attempt it.”
“You should learn to float,” Wibble said, hovering over the 

desk directly in front of Pplimz’s screen head. “It’s delightful!” 
She bobbed up and down as a demonstration.

“Wibble,” Pplimz said, exasperation plain in their voice. 



“Will you please get off the desk?”
“Why?” Wibble said, although she slowly flowed off to the 

side. “There is absolutely nothing whatsoever going on right 
now.”

“I’m afraid you’re mistaken,” Pplimz said, their limbs 
reconfiguring to a more humanoid appearance – two 
matching arms, one on each side of their thin torso. “We’re 
getting a call.”

The desktop illuminated and a shimmering screen popped 
into view. A jerky video feed appeared, an out-of-focus face 
more or less centered in the frame.

“Oh dear,” Pplimz said, recognizing the caller.
“Ooh, goody!” Wibble exclaimed as she floated over to 

Pplimz’s side. “This doesn’t look boring at all!”
Pplimz sighed and flicked open the communicator.
“Tailor the Taupe?” Pplimz said. “Is that you?”
The video feed was of extremely poor quality and there was 

a distinctive lag. He must be calling from a cave or tunnel. 
Every type of terrain imaginable was found on the enormous 
planet, so that didn’t exactly narrow down his location.

“I always thought it was Taupe the Tailor,” Wibble said in 
a whisper.

“Be quiet, Wibble! Tailor? Are you there?”
The video resolved, and a pale blue face with luminously 

glowing eyes appeared. And it seemed particularly worried.
“I don’t have long,” the elf said, glancing behind himself 

nervously. “I’m in trouble.”
“Again,” Pplimz said, not entirely unkindly.
“Yes, again,” Tailor admitted. “But it’s not my fault. I didn’t 

do anything wrong, but no one wants to hear what I have to 



say. I’ve had to make a run for it and I’d better not stay in one 
place too long.” His amber eyes widened as he stared into the 
camera. “If I send you coordinates will you meet me?”

Pplimz turned their screen face toward Wibble, arching a 
pixelated eyebrow. Wibble wiggled midair, her tail undulating 
excitedly.

“Please? Come on, Pplimz, just hear me out.”
“Send us the coordinates,” Wibble said. 
“Thank you, Wibble!” Tailor said, relief flooding his face. “I 

knew I could count on you.”
“We haven’t agreed to anything,” Pplimz reminded him. 

“But we’ll think about it.”
“That’s the best I can hope for, I guess,” Tailor said, then 

startled at a sound behind him. “Got to go,” he whispered. 
“I’ll be in touch.” The video blacked out and Pplimz turned 
to Wibble.

“You’ll say yes to anything, won’t you?”
“Of course not,” she said. “Well, probably not, anyway. 

Besides, it’s this or more games of toss the card into the hat, 
and we all know you don’t want to lose another round.”

Pplimz said nothing, shaking their screen head in disbelief. 
A tiny smile played on their simulated lips, though. They 
picked up the dark charcoal hat and placed it gingerly atop 
their head. Defying all laws of gravity, and most senses of 
aesthetics, it stayed put. They shrugged on a muted gray and 
black plaid double-breasted suit coat, which matched the 
slim cuffed trousers that hid their lower appendages. Their 
nimble carbon-fiber fingers buttoned up the coat and they 
gracefully waved an arm toward the frosted smartglass door 
of the office. The glass displayed several glyphs rendered by a 



system which automatically detected a visitor’s species, then 
displayed in the languages they might be expected to read: 
Wibble and Pplimz, Investigators for Hire.

“After you.”

“Honestly, Wibble,” Pplimz said, settling into a plush armchair 
in the passengers’ section down below on the ship, “could you 
have possibly found a more conspicuous form of conveyance 
on the entire Crucible?”

Wibble jiggled thoughtfully. “I’m sure I could have. 
And I’ll have you know that this ship is very stealthy for 
a night voyage.” Indeed, with its pitch-black hull made of a 
lightabsorbing polymer, in the dark it would have been near 
undetectable. Not a soul would have seen its two protruding 
articulated tentacles thrusting from the bow, its enormous 
batwing rudder extending from the underside of the hull, or its 
eleven-legged cephalopod captain scuttling across the decks.

“Too bad it’s the middle of a bright summer afternoon, 
then,” Pplimz said, as the ship’s rudderwing swung back 
and forth, propelling it forward and up into the air from the 
landing pad at the Hub City transport terminal. They rose 
over the gleaming spirescrapers of the central metropolis, 
joining traffic bound for all corners of the impossible world 
of the Crucible. They passed over the city’s Central Stadium, 
where a team of mech-assisted giants trained for an upcoming 
spikeball tournament, then over the Martian Enclave, with its 
heavily fortified green-tinted saucer-shaped structures.

“There’s no reason to sneak around,” Wibble said. “Lots of 
beings are heading off for a holiday in the Plains. No reason 
we can’t be two of them. After all, there’s nothing more 



suspicious than looking suspicious.”
“Thank you for that profound insight,” Pplimz said, but they 

knew Wibble was right. They were among several passengers 
on this flight to Floating Pines Resort, which wasn’t far from 
the coordinates Tailor the Taupe had sent them. It was a 
perfectly good cover story. Not to mention that the resort 
had an excellent mechanic on staff. Pplimz secretly hoped 
that they might get a quick spa treatment in before they had 
to return home. The actuator on their fifth upper manipulator 
had been stiff for a while.

“Besides,” Wibble said, interrupting Pplimz’s train of 
thought, “Captain Flurrbitz owed me a favor.” 

At the sound of her name, the skipper of the vessel 
undulated down the companionway into the passenger 
compartment. Her shiny skin was as black as the ship’s hull, 
only two pale yellow eyes marring the complete darkness of 
her body. Her tentacles writhed incessantly as she slithered 
toward the passengers, and didn’t stop wriggling even once 
she’d reached them.

“Welcome aboard the Black Star.” A kindly voice came 
from the captain as she addressed the passengers. “I know you 
have many transportation options, and I’m pleased you chose 
to travel with us. If there is anything we can do to make your 
voyage more comfortable, please don’t hesitate to input your 
request to the serving bots.” She raised a tentacle to indicate 
the glowing terminals embedded in the ornately carved 
bulkheads. “Refreshments are now served at the galley port. 
Please help yourselves, and we’ll have you to Floating Pines 
in no time.”

A few of the other passengers rose and headed toward the 



snacks, and the captain slithered toward Wibble. 
“Thanks for the last-minute berths,” Wibble said.
“Black Star Tours is always happy to help,” the captain said, 

cheerfully. Then quietly added, “If there’s anything else you 
need…”

“Well–”
“No, thank you,” Pplimz interrupted, glaring at Wibble. 

“Whatever debt you think you owe us is fully repaid. We 
deeply appreciate your help.”

A slight crimson tone flashed briefly across the captain’s 
body, then she returned to her natural hue. “As I said, I’m 
always happy to help. Please, enjoy the hospitality on your 
way to the resort.” She wriggled up the companionway ladder 
and disappeared onto the deck.

“Now look what you’ve done,” Wibble said. 
“We can afford to pay for passage,” Pplimz said. “There’s no 

need to extort favors from anyone.”
“It was not extortion!” Wibble said, indignantly. “I offered 

to pay for this trip but she wouldn’t hear of it. Flurrbitz 
comes from a people with a strong belief in the balance of the 
universe. I helped her out with a minor miscommunication 
with a dry dock when the Black Star needed a refit, and 
ever since then she won’t stop asking to repay me. She feels 
beholden, and I fear that a couple of free tickets isn’t going to 
be sufficient.”

“I see,” Pplimz said, ashamed to have assumed the worst of 
their partner. “Well, I wish you’d told me that before.”

“Hmm,” Wibble said, her body flashing a pale blue. “So do 
I.” She rolled over lazily, then said, “It is a beautiful ship, isn’t 
it?”



Pplimz looked around at the ornately carved compartments, 
the velvety seating, all in various shades of black.

“Not exactly your style, is it?” they asked, eyeing Wibble’s 
pastel-hued body, emitting a low bioluminescence.

“I appreciate many aesthetics,” she said quietly, rolling 
away from Pplimz’s view. They caught a glimpse of themself 
in the refection of a porthole, their own noir-toned body and 
clothes blending in perfectly with the ship’s decor. 

“Right. Well, uh, why don’t we go see about those 
refreshments?” Pplimz changed the subject abruptly, then 
stood, carefully balancing on their two lower limbs in time to 
the ship’s roll.

“Since when do you eat food?” Wibble asked.
“Who said anything about eating?” Pplimz countered, and 

gingerly picked their way to the galley window.

The ship docked at the Floating Pines Resort and Spa 
precisely on time, and they disembarked with the other 
passengers. As the majority of the guests turned left toward 
the reception area of the resort, Pplimz and Wibble slipped 
away from the group and veered right, toward a poorly lit path 
among the eponymous floating pines. The forest appeared to 
be composed of perfectly ordinary pine trees, save for the fact 
that their roots grew into the air instead of soil, and ended no 
less than four inches above the ground.

“Aren’t these trees lovely?” Wibble said, bobbing up and 
down to investigate a rather large pine from bottom to top.

“I’m sure they are,” Pplimz said, rapidly extending two of 
their upper appendages to help them navigate in the severely 
reduced gravity. “I’d rather not investigate them quite so 



closely,” they added, as they tripped and narrowly avoided 
crashing into a ball of roots.

“Let me help you,” Wibble said, coming down to hover next 
to Pplimz and offering them a flipper. They took it gratefully 
and let Wibble steady them as they half walked, half hopped 
along the forest path. While the trees’ branches were still in 
full bush, the path was blanketed by many-colored needles 
– most were some shade of green, but there were yellows, 
blues, and purples liberally strewn among the litter. As they 
followed the path, needles dropped slowly and steadily from 
the branches, like multi-colored falling rain.

“It really is lovely in here,” Pplimz said, finally getting the 
hang of moving through the lighter gravity that was endemic 
to the area. The engineered world of the Crucible contained 
habitats of wildly varied types, suitable for life of all forms – 
some places suitable to no life at all. Pplimz had visited several 
locations with unusual environments, but it always took them 
a little time to adapt.

“Well, don’t get too enraptured with the view,” Wibble said. 
“We need to start looking for those coordinates.”

“I’m on it,” Pplimz said, and they were. Part of their 
mechanical augmentation was multiple sensory systems, 
which allowed them to see the forest both in its natural beauty, 
and separately as a map with the trail to the coordinates Tailor 
the Taupe had sent them. “We should take a left after that 
rock.”

There was nothing obvious to see on the other side of the 
rock, but a few yards in, one of the taller trees had a well-
disguised rope dangling among its roots.

“After you,” Pplimz said, transforming their hands into 



climbing cams to better grip the rope.
“See you there,” Wibble said, and began to float up toward 

the canopy. Pplimz fed the rope through their new ascenders 
and began to pull themself up the tree. The lighter gravity 
made it easy and they quickly caught up to Wibble, who was 
taking her time.

“Any chance we’re walking into a trap?” Wibble asked, 
gleefully. “That would be exciting!”

“No one is walking into anything,” Pplimz said, then paused 
for a beat before gesturing at their feet dangling into empty 
space.

“Very funny,” Wibble said. “You knew what I meant.”
“We are rather a good distance from any pockets of what 

I’d call civilization,” Pplimz said, continuing to hand-to-hand 
their way up the rope. “If I were looking for a good spot for an 
ambush, this would do rather nicely.”

“Shall I scoot up and do a little reconnaissance?” Wibble 
suggested, her body losing its characteristic coloration and 
taking on a decidedly translucent appearance.

“No,” Pplimz said. “I’d rather we stuck together. It’s not as if 
Tailor the Taupe doesn’t know what you’re capable of.”

Wibble sniffed. “I don’t think even you know everything 
I’m capable of.”

“Perhaps not,” Pplimz said, “but even if you can be nearly 
invisible, neither of us has been exactly inaudible. I don’t 
think we’re sneaking up on anyone right now.”

With that, they were vindicated, as a voice from above 
called down, “Wibble. Pplimz. Am I ever glad to see the two 
of you!”



CHAPTER TWO
Wibble Gets Stuck

“Come in, come in!” the voice called from the entrance to 
a platform built atop a nest of branches, and Wibble floated 
up to peer inside. She tipped sideways in confusion, then 
reached a flipper down to help Pplimz onto the platform. 
They clambered up to the treehouse, which was small, rustic, 
and completely devoid of elves.

“Can I offer you anything from my humble refuge?” The 
voice came from a small communicator sitting on a shelf 
that was laden with bottled water and packages of ready-
made meals.

“No, thank you,” Wibble said, floating around the space 
and very obviously inspecting the decor of the hidden shelter.

“We rather expected to meet you in person,” Pplimz said, 
inspecting the communicator, then searching the treehouse 
for surveillance devices. There was nothing readily apparent 
to the eye, but they felt some faint electromagnetic pulses 
near the doorway. Pplimz reformed their hands from rope-



climbing cams into precise EM sensors and felt around the 
doorjamb. A pair of tiny cameras and an infrared device were 
secreted in natural-looking notches in the wood. Very clever.  

“Sorry about that.” The voice that came from the tinny 
communicator didn’t sound sorry at all. “Can’t be too careful.”

“Fine,” Pplimz replied, vaguely annoyed but also impressed 
by Tailor’s commitment to security. “Now, I understand time 
is of the essence. Perhaps you should tell us what’s going on.” 
Pplimz turned back into the small treehouse and perched 
themself on a large sawn-off tree branch that functioned as a 
chair, then swiveled their head sharply. “Wibble! Get out of 
there!”

Wibble’s front end was buried deep in a rough sack sitting on 
the floor of the treehouse, her tail waggling out its mouth. She 
tried to turn over in the bag, but her side flippers got caught 
in the opening and for a moment it looked as if the sack had 
come to life as she squirmed about inside it. Eventually, there 
was a muffled pop and she floated out of the bag, a sheepish 
orangey-blue tint to her now perfectly spherical body.

Pplimz blinked slowly twice, then turned back to the 
communicator, ostentatiously ignoring Wibble. For her part, 
she popped back to her normal ovoid shape and wafted over 
to them.

“I have found myself in rather a delicate predicament,” 
Tailor said. “It seems that the Star Alliance has issued a writ of 
detainment with my face on it.”

“Ooh, that’s not good,” Wibble said, her tone sounding as if 
it were, in fact, rather good indeed.

“I’ve been accused of stealing a rather valuable piece of 
jewelry from a Star Alliance officer,” Tailor continued.



“Oh dear,” Pplimz said. They wouldn’t put theft of anything 
past Tailor, but the newest arrivals on the Crucible were still a 
bit of an unknown quantity. 

When the SAV Quantum, one of the finest exploration ships 
in the Grand Star Alliance fleet, crashed into the Crucible not 
long ago, it had made waves all across the enormous world. 
Not literally, of course. It had crashed into an arid area in 
the East, far from any of the many oceans and seas in this 
small corner of the Crucible. But beings far and wide heard 
the news of the giant starship and its mostly but not entirely 
human crew, with their lofty ideals and killer technology.

“I didn’t take it!” Tailor said. “But…” he paused briefly, “I 
was in the neighborhood when the tiara disappeared. And you 
know how humans are – a lot of elves happen to be thieves, so 
when something goes missing and there’s an elf nearby, well, 
obviously that’s who they’re going to suspect.”

“I don’t know about that,” Pplimz said, frowning. “I’ve never 
heard of a Star Alliance officer who jumped to conclusions. 
They tend to assume the best of beings… unless proven 
otherwise.” 

“Look, I admit that I’ve ended up in the middle of bad 
situations more often than chance would allow,” Tailor said, 
“but have you ever known me to actually steal anything?”

Pplimz looked over at Wibble, who pulsed with a thoughtful 
yellow light and was uncharacteristically still. 

The first time they’d encountered Tailor the Taupe was 
during an investigation into a weapons-smuggling ring on the 
edges of Saurian Republic territory. Tailor had been working 
with one of the compsognathus scribes on a scheme to open 
a restaurant, when it turned out that the scribe had also been 



running a sideline in creating false custom sword orders 
for the local blacksmith. The elf had nothing to do with the 
weapons business, but because of the partnership had ended 
up in the middle of the mess. Tailor hadn’t been welcome in 
any of the saurian city-states since.

“Tell us what you know,” Wibble said.
“Honestly,” Tailor said, “not a lot. I’d been working on a 

perfectly above-board and entirely legitimate project in that 
marketplace near Quantum City when out of nowhere there’s 
a writ of detainment out for me.”

New beings arrived in the Crucible all the time, drawn 
there by inexplicable forces of the universe, and equally 
inexplicably none were ever able to leave. But the Star 
Alliance ship Quantum contained the single largest group 
of new inhabitants anyone in the area could remember, and 
its well-trained, enthusiastic, and unusually broad-minded 
crew upset the uneasy balance among the many species and 
factions. Of course, the more enterprising – and mercenary – 
beings saw the new arrivals as an opportunity, and a bustling 
marketplace built up around the downed starship. 

It was nothing like Hub City, with its spirescrapers, aircars, 
and well-defined enclaves. But the enterprising crew and 
the other beings who’d moved into the area were building a 
township on the site of the wreckage of the Quantum, and 
while the Star Alliance personnel still referred to it as Camp 
One, everyone else called it Quantum City.

 “What could I do?” Tailor said, miserably. “I went 
underground.”

Wibble poked her front end out the door of the treehouse. 
“More like way above ground.” 



“You know what I mean,” Tailor said. “As soon as I heard 
they were looking for me I made a run for it, and I’ve been 
burning through my safe houses ever since.”

“A sensible, if slightly suspicious, mode of operation,” 
Pplimz said. “So why call us?”

“I’m running out of boltholes,” Tailor explained. “And 
apparently the Star Alliance has no shortage of resources to 
come after me. I swear, I had absolutely nothing to do with 
that tiara going missing.”

“Did it occur to you to perhaps tell the authorities that?” 
Pplimz asked.

“Since when is the word of a pointy-eared small-time grifter 
going to be believed over that of a Star Alliance officer?” Tailor 
said, angrily.

“Did someone in the Alliance call you that?” Wibble 
demanded, her body flushing deep purple.

“Not to my face,” Tailor admitted, “but you hear things.”
“You shouldn’t believe everything that you hear,” Pplimz 

admonished, but their voice was gentle. “So, how can we 
help?”

“I don’t really know,” Tailor said. “I mean, if you could 
find out who really did steal the tiara, that would probably 
do the job. But let’s be honest. Things disappear all the time. 
Tracking down this tiara isn’t going to be easy and something 
tells me there won’t be any reward in it. The Star Alliance as 
an organization isn’t big on commerce and I’m not exactly in 
a position to offer much.”

Pplimz looked over at Wibble, and the face on their screen 
head disappeared. In its place, a series of symbols flashed 
rapidly, the text in a language that they and Wibble had 



created precisely for those moments when they wished to 
communicate silently and privately.

“Agreed,” Wibble said aloud when she’d finished reading. 
“Tailor, can the communication device you’re using handle 
level ten superposition encryption?”

“Sure,” Tailor said, “but you’d need a special receiver. There 
isn’t one in the treehouse.”

“That won’t be a problem,” Pplimz said, extruding a 
data connector from their chest and hooking it into a port 
on the communicator. A fuzzy sound briefly emanated 
from the device and then it was silent, the now encrypted 
data transferred directly from Tailor’s location to Pplimz’s 
implanted circuits. “Let’s set up a channel where we know we 
can talk freely.”

Several minutes later, Pplimz carefully disconnected from 
the communicator, then stowed the device in their suit jacket 
pocket. 

“No point leaving this here,” they said. “I don’t think there’s 
any way to trace it back to Tailor, but why take the chance?”

“And it’s not going to get any use in here,” Wibble said, 
taking a slow tour of the small space. Tailor had obviously 
left in a hurry; a few days’ provisions were still laid out on 
the shelf, not to mention the bag of gear in which Wibble had 
been briefly trapped. 

She floated back in its direction and Pplimz said, “Not that 
again.”

“Hush,” she said and, much more carefully this time, poked 
her front end into the bag. “There’s something in here.” 

Pplimz walked over and waved Wibble away. They pulled 



open the bag and reached inside. “Feels like a change of 
clothes,” they said.

“Looks like it, too,” Wibble confirmed. “Because that’s 
exactly what’s in the bag. But there’s something else. I think 
it’s sewn into the lining. It’s very small, I bet you can’t even 
feel it, but I sensed it when I was in there.”

That explained why she got herself all tangled up in the 
bag. Wibble’s echolocation allowed her to see things that even 
Pplimz couldn’t, so they followed her directions to locate the 
hidden object she’d identified.

“A little to the left. Down. No, the other down. Just little 
more… there! Don’t move, that’s it, right where your sixth 
digit is.”

Pplimz couldn’t feel anything out of the ordinary about the 
bag, but they made a tiny incision in the interior fabric with 
a thin blade that sprung from their hand. The lining came 
away to reveal a small silver square that appeared to have been 
printed on the inside of the material.

“It’s a data pattern,” they said, magnifying their vision to 
peer at the square. 

“Can you read it?”
Pplimz shook their head. “Encrypted. I’ll need the 

mainframe in the office to decode this.” 
“Let’s just take the whole thing with us,” Wibble said. 

“Tailor isn’t coming back here anytime soon.”
Pplimz nodded and quickly resealed the lining with a 

molecular thread, careful not to touch the data pattern. Then 
they tossed the food and water into the bag, and slung it over 
their shoulder, securing it with a secondary manipulator.  

“No point leaving good provisions to go to waste.”



They shimmied down the rope to the forest floor, tucking 
it back in amongst the tree’s roots and branches. When they 
were done, Wibble floated down, poking the rope in here and 
there to hide it even more thoroughly.

“If we hurry, we ought to be able to make the return trip on 
the Black Star,” she said.

Pplimz sighed. “I’d been so looking forward to a visit to the 
spa at Floating Pines,” they said, wistfully.

“We could get some other transport back to the city in the 
morning,” Wibble suggested. “I’m sure Floating Pines would 
find a room for us if we asked.”

Pplimz thought about it for several microseconds, but 
eventually said, “No. Work comes first, Wibble. We need to 
start looking into this missing tiara before the trail grows 
cold. The spa will still be here when the case has been solved.”

“Suit yourself,” Wibble said, brightly. “We’d better get a 
move on if we’re going to make the late sailing.” She swished 
her tail back and forth a few times to punctuate her point, 
then sped along the path toward the resort. Pplimz was 
grateful for having grown accustomed to the reduced gravity, 
and bounded along in her wake. 

Wibble and Pplimz were the only passengers on a same-day 
return trip back to Hub City, but Captain Flurrbitz made no 
comment on their unusually quick excursion. It was late in 
the day when they made landfall at the transport terminal, 
but there was no shortage of beings bustling about the area. 
Hub City was busy at all times with representatives of every 
species which had found itself bound by the impossible 
world of the Crucible.



Giants and goblins mixed with sapient plants, crystalline 
entities, and descendants of dinosaurs, while ethereal spirit 
creatures and cyborg demons carried out their mysterious 
errands. Pplimz hailed a passing aircar, and gave the automated 
driver an address after they and Wibble piled in. The car shot 
upward as soon as the door irised shut, expertly dodging the 
other flyers in the city’s airspace. Only a few minutes and a 
few more Æmbits later, they alighted outside the front door 
to their office building.

It was a strange-looking construction – rectangular, five 
stories tall, with evenly spaced glass windows along each 
edge and an ornate metal-grated door to the main entrance. 
It didn’t fit in at all with the multi-colored domed apartments 
next door, or the thickly vined jungle-mall across the street, 
but the rent was cheap. Pplimz climbed the three flights of 
stairs to the floor where they kept their offices while Wibble 
floated at their left shoulder.

The door to their office was primarily made of what 
appeared to be dead trees, inset with a pane of smartglass 
etched with translationscript. Wibble unlocked the door with 
a complex series of taps with her flipper, and, contrary to what 
one might expect from its appearance, the door slurped open 
wetly. The building was actually a single, organic structure, 
grown rather than built by its phyll designer in an homage 
to an ancient human architecture. Unfortunately for the 
developer, while most humans found the appearance familiar, 
they were unsettled by the living nature of the structure. 
Other beings tended to think it was simply hideously ugly. 
And thus was created an excellent bargain for a large office in 
the middle of the city.



Pplimz shut and locked the door behind them, then took 
the bag they’d taken from Tailor’s hideout to the large desk. 
They cleared off the deck of cards and other assorted detritus, 
and carefully reopened the seam they’d made in the inside of 
the sack. They removed a section of the lining, then placed 
the data pattern under a camera lens, which they connected 
to a small but powerful computer core built into the desk. 
They sent a series of instructions wirelessly to the computer, 
then sat in the overstuffed rolling chair at the desk.

“This might take some time,” Pplimz said to Wibble, who 
was hovering impatiently right over the desk. “We’ll need to 
decode the encryption before we can even see what’s on here. 
And who knows if it’s even going to be relevant? This could 
just be Tailor’s plans for opening a Star Alliance teashop.”

Wibble turned a slow somersault above the desk and faced 
Pplimz. “I like tea,” she said, after a moment. “It feels tingly 
on my skin!”

“Thank you for sharing that profoundly useful tidbit of 
information, Wibble,” Pplimz said, concealing a smile by 
opening a cupboard and extracting a suitcase. 

“Planning a trip to Quantum City?” Wibble asked. 
“Of course,” Pplimz said, opening up their closet to reveal 

a large selection of extremely similar yet entirely unique suits. 
“That’s where the trail begins. I’m sure they won’t mind a 
couple of professionals barging in and asking questions.”
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